
FINAL EXAMPhysis 9C-03 NAME:Marh 23, 1999 Soial Se. #:General Instrutions: This examination is losed book. Only a alulator and one 8.5x11sheet of notes are allowed. Please show all your work and box your answers. Credit will onlybe given for omplete solutions. Answers must have orret units. There are 13 problems on 6pages. Note that not all the problems are worth the same number of points.[20 points℄ 1. A point harge Q1 = +4�C is loated at x = 4; y = 0. Another point harge Q2 = �10�Cis loated at x = 0; y = 6.a. Find the eletri �eld at x = 0; y = �3.b. Find the potential at x = 0; y = �3.

[10 points℄ 2. If there is a vauum between the plates of a parallel plate apaitor, the eletri �eld isE = 4�k�, where � = Q=A is the harge density on the plates. What happens to E whenyou stik some nononduting material, like glass or oil between the plates? Why?



[30 points℄ 3. A thik, nononduting spherial shell has inner radius a and outer radius b, and uniformharge density �.a. State Gauss' law and show how it an be used to get the eletri �eld for r < a, a < r < b,and r > b, where r is the distane to the enter of the shell.b. Compute the potential V (r) for all r. Assume V = 0 when r =1.

[5 points℄ 4. About how fast are the eletri and magneti �elds osillating in visible light?one per hour. one per se. 105 times per se. 1015 times per se.[5 points℄ 5. About how long is the wavelength of visible light?100 meters 1 meter 10�2 meters 10�7 meters.



[25 points℄ 6. Find the urrent in the 10 Volt battery in the iruit shown. Find the potentials at thepoints b, , and d given that the potential at a is Va = 0.

[15 points℄ 7. In a ertain region of spae the eletri �eld E is in the positive x diretion and the magneti�eld is in the positive z diretion.a. In what diretion is the eletri fore on a positive harge moving with zero veloity?b. In what diretion is the magneti fore on a positive harge moving with zero veloity?. In what diretion is the eletri fore on a positive harge moving with veloity v in thepositive y diretion?d. In what diretion is the magneti fore on a positive harge moving with veloity v inthe positive y diretion?e. In what diretion is the eletri fore on a positive harge moving with veloity v in thepositive z diretion?f. In what diretion is the magneti fore on a positive harge moving with veloity v inthe positive z diretion?



[10 points℄ 8. A wire arrying a urrent I in the z diretion (out of the paper) is loated at x = y = 0.Draw vetors indiating the diretion of the magneti �eld at the 10 points indiated bydark irles. Make the length of your vetors proportional to the strength of the �eld.

[20 points℄ 9. At a ertain instant of time a partile with harge q = 50�C is loated at x = 3; y = 0 meters.Its veloity at that time is ~v = 50m=s ĵ. Find the magneti �eld ~B at (a) x = 0; y = 0; (b)x = 3; y = 10 meters; and () x = 0; y = 3 meters.Hint: The formula for the �eld due to a point harge q moving with veloity ~v is ~B =(�0 q ~v � r̂)=( 4�r2 ), where �0 = 4� � 10�7 T m=A.



[20 points℄ 10. A wire of radius 2.0 m arries a urrent of 40 Amperes that is uniformly distributed overits ross setional area.a. State Ampere's law and show how it an be used to �nd the magneti �eld B at adistane 1.0 m from the enter of the wire.b. Do the same to obtain B at a distane 4.0 m from the enter of the wire.

[10 points℄ 11. a. An initially unharged apaitor is in a iruit with a battery, as shown in the �gure atthe left. The swith S is losed suddenly at time t = 4 seonds. Sketh the harge onthe apaitor as a funtion of time. Indiate the �nal harge on the apaitor on thegraph, and about how long it takes for the apaitor to harge up.b. An indutor is in a iruit with a battery, as shown in the �gure at the right. The swithS is losed suddenly at time t = �2 seonds. Sketh the urrent in the iruit as afuntion of time. Indiate the �nal urrent on the graph, and about how long it takesfor the urrent to ramp up.



[15 points℄ 12. For the iruit shown, �nd the urrents I1; I2; and I3a. immediately after the swith is losed. (The apaitor is initially unharged).b. a long time after the swith is losed.. immediately after the swith is opened again.d. a long time after the swith is opened again.In eah ase, state your reasoning.

[15 points℄ 13. A loop of wire of area 0.6 m2 lies in the xy plane, as shown. It has resistane 10 Ohms. Themagneti �eld depends on time and is given by ~B(t) = [0:4� 0:1t2℄(x̂+ 2ŷ + 3ẑ) Tesla.a. State Faraday's law and ompute the magnitude of the urrent.b. Explain how Lenz's law determines the diretion of the urrent.


